YEAR ONE REPORT
A Kiwisport Funded Physical Literacy Project
“The kids were absolutely buzzing. Usually I have 40 or more kids in the library with me. Yesterday I had 2.
2 kids. It’s extraordinary. I had every kid I saw this morning ask is it on today? Do we get to go again?”
– JACQUELINE, RECEPTION SCHOOL 7

INTERVENTION

More study needs to be done around programming
similar to Pukuta-karo.

Schools are interested and excited in programmes similar to
Pukuta-karo. They need support to incorporate long term options.

Parents value play opportunities. Long term offerings need to be
available to allow families to change their habits.

Cultural play is missing from existing play equipment and infrastructure.

Adult behaviour was the most significant indicator in the
expression of physical confidence, competence and how complex
the play was observed to be.

LEARNINGS

Significant decrease in playground
behaviour issues

Male to female ratio of play participation 1:1

22% of solo children completely unengaged

Total lunchtime engagement in play 60 – 90% of school roll

CHANGES OBSERVED

Hutt City Council and their partners work everyday to make Lower Hutt a great place to live, learn, work and Play.
By making our environment more playful, we’re laying the foundations for a healthier future for everyone.

For no purpose

Fun, challenging, social, repeatable

Self directed

Freely chosen

Spontaneous

Active in the Hutt delivered Pukuta-karo programming
at 10 schools. Pukuta-karo is a wide selection of play
gear on school grounds at lunch break and afterschool.
This provides children with access to play which is:

SCHOOL

Participation among boys was higher in
7 out of 10 play types.

Male to female ratio of play participation 2.5:1

80% of solo children completely unengaged

Total lunchtime engagement in play 48.5% of school roll

THE CHALLENGE - DURING LUNCH BREAK

Pukutākaro investigated play at schools outside the classroom

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
KEY POINTS
Girls, children with disabilities and socially isolated children are not
active at school during lunchtime. These underserved populations
are flourishing with free play programming.

BEFORE INTERVENTION
• Male to female ratio of play participation 2.5:1
• Total lunchtime play engagement 48.5% of school roll
• 80% of solo children were completely unengaged
• Participation among boys was higher in 7 out of 10 play types.

WITH PUKUTĀKARO
• Male to female ratio of play participation 1:1
• Total lunchtime play engagement 60 - 90% of school roll
• 2.6% of total population were unengaged
• 22% of solo children were unengaged
• Girls total participation increases in 7 out of 10 play types
• Significant decrease in playground behaviour issues
• 3 reported first aid incidents out of 8709 participants.

QUALITY FREE PLAY HAPPENS BEST WHEN...
• We see play as a valuable outcome itself
• We reframe success from “running around” to “everybody
is here”
• Play resources are interdisciplinary and open ended
• The natural environment is accessible and well maintained
• Safe and recognisable “entry points to engagement” are available
• Children feel connected to the community of their peers while
playing
• There is minimal adult intervention
• There are no rules as to how you play with an object
• Children do their own problem solving, negotiation and
experimenting
• The equipment doesn’t exclude diverse bodies
• Adults are flexible and motivated to provide time, space,
permission and resourcing.
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INTRODUCTION
Children want to play, know how to play and they aren’t playing. Most physical activity undertaken by
primary school aged children is play, yet 88% of children in a Lower Hutt study reported not playing every
day, and 29% of children do not play outside of school at all (Ta-karo 2018).
There is limited research on how New Zealand primary schools support play. Pukuta-karo is pioneering
play behaviour research in the New Zealand context. Our findings are that there are significant barriers to
inclusion and play for New Zealand children.
Inside the classroom is inclusive, dynamic and connected to emerging educational practice.
Our research suggests that outside is a different story. Children from 1900 would have played on
something very similar to the infrastructure we build now.
Schools share a vision for changing play and are actively looking for ways to do that.
Pukuta-karo’s simple targeted interventions are meeting the gap between outside and inside in a way
that is simple for schools to implement and develop independently.

Belmont School, Hutt News 25.11.1975, Hutt City Libraries
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WHAT IS PLAY?
PLAY IS WHERE CHILDREN PRACTICE LIFE
Play is:
• spontaneous – it will happen anywhere
• freely chosen and self determined
• fun, accessible, challenging, social and repeatable
• for no purpose.
Play is the foundation of Sport New Zealand’s Physical Literacy Approach. Sport New Zealand has developed
seven Principles of Play that advocate the importance of play in young New Zealanders’ lives.
Play is essential for growth in cognitive, physical, social and emotional development. It builds fundamental
physical literacy, fosters creativity and innovation and builds an ability to identify and manage risk. Play
contributes not only to children’s lives but also to the wellbeing of their families, wha-nau and wider community.

WHY?

Our motivation comes out of the 2018 research on attitudes to play in Lower Hutt (Ta-karo, 2018). The
Ta-karo research shows that the shape of modern families and neighbourhoods present barriers to children’s
play. 96% of parents their children do not play everyday and 88% of children reported that they do not play
everyday. Attitudes have shifted away from unsupervised neighbourhood play. Parents noted fears of traffic,
strange people, and loose dogs as barriers to allowing unsupervised play. Parents are also working longer
with less time to prioritise play at home. Even so, caregivers and children are still interested in accessing play
opportunities. Children reported spending most of their time playing close to home, with a desire to venture
further in their neighbourhoods. Ta-karo recommends finding new, safe places for play within our existing
communities to support physical fitness and rich play among children.
Pukuta-karo is responding to these recommendations and has focused on schools as community play hubs.
Placing play here mitigates our observed barriers to play and connects us to communities of play champions.
Please see the link in Appendix 2 for a link to the 2018 Ta-karo study.

WHAT IS PUKUTĀKARO?
Pukuta-karo, to be playful or sportive, is a free play programme
developed to reflect the above principles of quality play. Offering a
variety of multidisciplinary open ended resources, Pukuta-karo is
focused on providing a play environment responsive to childrens’ needs
and interest. Our resources are specifically scaled to be independently
maneuverable by children. Both active and passive activities were
catered for with a strong focus on colour, aesthetic, intrigue and
sensory elements. Key to the identity of our play intervention
is providing invitational play infrastructure to connect children to
greenspaces; doorways, paths, and sites of imaginative interest.
Supervision was minimal with a focus on children engaging with their
peers to overcome problems and negotiate spaces.
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PLAY TYPES AND COMPLEX PLAY LAYER INDEX
This Pukuta-karo flowchart, based on the findings and recommendations of Ta-karo, grounds our research in community
based practice and defines success for our programme.

ACTUAL
ACHIEVEMENTS

ULTIMATE
OUTCOMES

MEDIUMTERM
OUTCOMES

SHORTTERM
OUTCOMES

NUMERICAL

STUDENT VOICE

BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

FINANCE REPORTING

• #kids engaged

• Kids like or love
sport and being
active.

• Efficacy questionnaire results

• Overall cost

• Tamariki are more active

• Cost per participant

• Tamariki are more curious
about sport

• Session delivery cost

• #Schools engaged
• #Active hours
• #Play champions

Lower Hutt tamariki are more active.
Lower Hutt tamariki are more
physically literate.
FUN & SUCCESS THEN
CONFIDENCE AND
COMPETENCE
Our tamariki selfreport improved
confidence and
competence around
sport and PE.

INPUTS

SPACE
Our Tamariki
spend their time in
stimulating indoor
and outdoor spaces.

• Non-participant engagement

Lower Hutt tamariki enjoy more play in their daily activities

TIME

PERMISSION

Our tamariki have
dedicated time to
explore play, in their
school and in their
community.

Effective supervision, demonstration and
role-modelling leads to growth in playpermission across our school communities.
Wha-nau and educators are working together

Facilitators engage
with tamariki
to replicate
skill practice
and encourage
exploration.

MONEY.
BUYS STAFF,
LOGISTICS,
EQUIPMENT AND
EVALUATION.

to grow play.

DIALOGUE
We have an ongoing
conversation
with those that
have the ability to
influence play in our
communities.

Our tamariki are busy
exploring a wider
range of active play
opportunities than
previous.

2 x fun and engaging
daily facilitated
play sessions are
delivered in school
grounds.

• Aspects of project
sustainability

• Wellbeing measures

CURIOUS & MOTIVATED

WOW!

ACTIVITIES

• Self-reported
confidence and
competence.

UNDERSTANDING
An improved
understanding of
our settings and
challenges guides
our actions.

MORE PLAYFUL
PLACES
Project staff ‘audit’
school communities
and environments
for their playfulness
and report back
to school with
recommendations.
Working bees etc.
are supported.

SUFFICIENTLY
TRAINED STAFF.
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PLAY CHAMPIONS
Educators and
wha-nau are added to
a growing database
of play champions.

EVALUATION
STAFF AND
SKILLS.
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ESTABLISHED
RELATIONSHIP
COLLATERAL.

INSIGHTS
COLLECTION
We build a data set.

COMMS SUPPORT.

Pukuta-karo is one of the activities designed to grow the amount of active
play that our tamariki enjoy outside of classroom hours, and to be WOW. It
consists of a van full of “big ticket” sports gear and other “wow” items that
our young people might typically not get the opportunity to play with. Most
items are low cost and easily reproducible. The programme was Kiwisport
funded and visited mostly low decile schools in our city during terms 3
and 4, 2020. Focusing on the short-term and medium-term outcomes,
success for participants in our programming is an increased confidence
and competence over time. Confidence and competence are assessed as
complexity in behaviours during engagement within each observed activity.
Competence is measured through data on play types of an observed activity
group of children. Confidence is measured by social markers within that group.
Both measures are compiled in a weighted index. The weighted Complex Play
Layering Index is supported by additional data on participation and gender ratio.
For a full methodology see Appendix 1.

THE PLAY TYPES USED TO DEFINE THIS STUDY ARE:
•

Locomotor
Movement for the sake of movement.
E.g. Tag, hide and seek.

•

Rough and Tumble
Social movement and limit testing physicality. E.g. Wrestling, bombs in
the pool.

•

Object play, inclusive of: Creative, flexible, symbolic, explorative,
sensory and construction.
Manipulating objects in space.
E.g. Building a fort, making snow angels, throwing a ball, using paint.

•

Pretend play, inclusive of: socio-dramatic, communication, fantasy,
symbolic and recapitulative*.
Acting out aspects of the world as it is or could be. E.g. Playing house,
playing fairies, playing Te Whiti.
*Recaptulative is defined as acting out and exploring ancestry,
history, ritual, fire, rhymes, stories, darkness, historical process and
cultural identities.

•

Skills and Body coordination
Controlling the environment through process. E.g. digging a hole, riding
a bike, learning to swim.

•

Communication, Manaakitanga and Whanaungatanga
Knowing each other through conversation and hospitality. E.g. Story,
singing, dance, questions, sharing food, laughing together, dreaming.

•

Sensory
Engaging stimulate the senses.
E.g. Gloop, music, smashing boxes, belly flops, smelling flowers,
mudpies, bubbles.

•

Organisational
Creating games or activities with situational unique rules. E.g. Moon
hopper sumo wrestling, smash lemon pencil soccer, soccer shoe goals.
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SOCIAL INDICATORS:
• Experimentation
Behaviour that uses
resources or environment
in unexpected ways.
Explored equipment
with sustained curiosity
towards novel uses.
• Collaboration
The observed activity
included negotiation
of space or resources
between multiple
participants in a
functional way.
• Solo
A child who is persistently
observed to be
functioning independently
of a social group.
• Disengaged
A child who does not
participate in any physical
or social activity for a
sustained period of time.

BASELINE
WHAT IS THE STATUS QUO?
Observations and interviews before the intervention provided a picture of what everyday school play is like
for our participants. Baseline data highlights several areas of concern regarding inclusion, physical fitness
and play competence. 80% of solo children engaged in no physical activity. Of the 454 children observed in
the baseline study, just 24% used any greenspace, and only 6% of that percentage were girls.

Pukuta-karo participation % of total school roll (minus absences)
100
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Pukuta-karo
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4
Schools compared
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5

6

7

Our average participation in Pukuta-karo was 145 students per session. Because of COVID-19 we delivered
67% percent of anticipated sessions and reached 8709 children. Participation as a percentage of a schools’
total roll. Time was 73-94% at lunch and 82-25% of the total roll after-school. This high participation rate
becomes particularly meaningful compared to the baseline participation which sits at a 48.5% average.

Total Observed Play types, Baseline and Pukuta-karo
2.5
Collaboration
Communication
Cultural skills transfer
Experimentation
Locomotion
Object play
Organisational
Pretend play
Rough and tumble
Sensory play
Skills development
Social dynamic
Solo
Unengaged

Proportional Play Type Intensity

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0
Baseline

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Above is the complete picture of the change in play complexity
over time. Play complexity increases dramatically over the short
observational period. 12 out of 14 measurements saw an increase
over the duration of the study, the other 2 indicators remained
consistent. The large dip in the Wednesday data reflects a change in
skill development and solo play. This indicates where the “one off”
group activities on Wednesday and Thursday shift the focus of play for
a number of children. The sensitivity of play communities to changing
resources is evident here. Growth is seen in categories most
underrepresented in the baseline. Object, cultural, social dynamic,
sensory, pretend, and rough and tumble play all see increases. These
increases indicate play evolving to be more expressive, cognitive,
and collaborative. Increases in organised games and cultural play also
highlights this trend towards richer, more diverse outcomes.
Observed findings were confirmed to be statistically significant by
Chi squre and ANANOVA analysis.
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Thursday

DISTRIBUTION
The Complex Play Layering Index combines the complexity of these 14 play measures into a single number
to quantify the distribution of quality play within the population. Looking below at the distribution of play,
there are significantly more instances of quality (higher CPLI) over the week. We see both an increase in
mean (biggest bumps) CPLI and more instances of exceptional play in the upper outliers.

Distribution of Play Quality by Session, CPLI score
25

Complex Play Layer Index
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Session

Play Quality Comparison. Baseline and Pukuta-karo CPLI score
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Complex Play Layer Index
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Thursday
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BELONGING
WITHIN MY BODY IN THIS SPACE
OBSERVATIONS OF KEY POPULATIONS
Meaningful changes from baseline numbers were observed for key populations. These populations are girls,
children with disabilities and those excluded physically or socially from play engagement.

GENDER RATIOS, WE HAVE THEM - GIRLS AND PLAY
Girls are missing. Baseline data showed a significant gender difference in play engagement. Gendered
differences are noticeable in the change in types of activity. ‘Walking and Talking’ makes up 11.5% of activity
undertaken by girls in the baseline data compared to 1.7% of boys. 0.7% of girls engage in walking and
talking during Pukuta-karo programming. Compared with our initial observations girls are playing more often
with greater complexity. Gender segregation within groups also decreases over time.
The baseline gender play imbalance disappears with the shift to sensory, open ended and easily
manipulated resources.
Girls’ play tends towards higher collaboration and schema based behaviours. See Appendix 6 for an overview
of Schema. Below is illustrated the change gender ratio between the baseline and Pukuta-karo. While the ratio
still favors boys, the trend in Pukuta-karo shows the ratio decreasing towards 0, that is, towards more equal
participation between boys and girls. Compared to the baseline, Pukuta-karo programme shows here the ratio
trending in favour of Girls’. Girls representation in play types increases in 5 out 10 measurements.

Gender ratio boys:girls, baseline and Pukuta-karo (Balanced gender ratio = 0)
2.0

Ratio boys:girls

1.5

1.0

0.5

Baseline

Program

0
COLAB

CW

OP

SN

LM

CT
Play type
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EXP

RT

PP

MA

Talking about gender differences is not to reinforce unnecessary
binary identities. As mentioned before, when play is happening
well these gender differences are less obvious. The focus on
gender is a product of just how underrepresented young girls were
in their own play environments. Girls are interested and excited
to participate in play when given appropriate resources to do so.
Without intervention, primary school boys are developing their
physical literacy at twice that of their peers; a correlation that
explains one reason why we see less young women, otherwise
able, not interested in sports later on in life. We realise there is also
no discussion of children with a nonbinary identity here. Inclusion
of data might be more appropriate in a high school setting where
young adults have more autonomy in their self expression.

SELF EFFICACY OR COLLECTIVE EFFICACY - REPRESENTING
FEMINISED PLAY WELL IN DATA
Individuals of either gender do exhibit intrinsically motivated skill
development. What we are also seeing is physical skill development
centered in a collective experience. Some girls, specifically those
less confident, chose to work collectively to develop a skill.
Observations of this behaviour were linked to expressions of
extraordinary negotiation, resilience building and support of younger
children. Collective efficacy is noticeably a feature of Pukuta-karo play
outcomes, especially among girls. Our measurement structure didn’t
include space for recording this important behaviour, focusing instead
on individual efficacy, a social structure exhibited more often among
young boys. Physical recreational research could benefit from a shift
towards including different social structures within its metrics.
Pukuta-karo’s play landscape features much more collaboration
between different genders. This collaborative play environment is
vastly different to children’s experience within our baseline.

Gender segregation within play clusters
250

Number of instances

200

150

100

50

0
All boys

Equal participation

All girls

Gender segregation of play cluster
Pukuta-karo, scaled by 10
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NO LIMITS NEEDED - PLAY AND DISABILITY
Supplementary material for this chapter on inclusion can be found in Appendix 3 and 4. An unexpected and
welcome outcome from Pukuta-karo has been positive outcomes for children with disabilities. Some of our
most positive feedback was regarding accessibility. 9 out of 10 schools visited had very specific and positive
feedback. The response from teaching staff and support staff suggested that the level of cooperation,
independence and integration of children who experienced disability was significant and unusual.
Positive outcomes for children who experienced disabilities were;
• Enthusiastic participation. Above expected norms
• Positive social engagement, choosing to be in the same space with other children they would not usually
play with.
• High numbers of enriching experiences that meet their needs and interests.
• Far less behavioural support than normal to play alongside their school peers.

THINGS TO REMEMBER FOR INCLUDING ALL ABILITIES
• Planning, planning, playing. People with disabilities need more advanced notice so their support workers
can manage logistics. Don’t assume, ask.
• Make a social story or borrow ours. Available in appendix 5.
•

Make provisions to open early to support children who need extra time to feel comfortable.

• If inside, think about fluorescent lighting, background music and noise levels. These can be
uncomfortable for children with less ability to filter sensory inputs
• Go back and check it’s right. Some accessibility needs are hard to anticipate without lived experience.
• There is no reason any child should miss out on play in school. If they are, more planning is needed.

I DON’T LOOK LIKE A SPORTY PERSON - FITNESS LEVELS, SELF IMAGE AND PLAY

Pukuta-karo has seen some of the best outcomes among children who experienced social or physical
exclusion in our baseline.
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“I just want to cry I have never seen the whole school out like
this look at them helping each other and supporting the children
from Special School*”
- SPECIAL ED. TEACHER. SCHOOL 2

CONFIDENCE IS A STORY YOU KNOW ABOUT YOURSELF
Playscapes with multi-disciplinary opportunities generate their own
ecology, allowing children to move in and out of engagement. Mixing
active and passive activities gives permission for the individual to be in
community, even if indirectly, then engage actively at their own pace.

AVALON 109

Helping everyone be active means first getting everyone there.
Passive play opportunities offer a start point to active play. Removing
passive play activities does not help unengaged children run around,
they just disappear from the playground.
For those who are socially disconnected, successful inclusion centers
around parallel participation. Being engaged but separate allows less
confrontational social contact while remaining a part of the collected
play community without fear of rejection.
Self determined success stories aren’t just valuable for promoting
engagement and active bodies. Reinforcing success stories can also
lessen the effects of trauma in the lives of our children. (James 1989,
212) (Coghlan and Brydon-Miller 2014)

“These kids don’t know how to play with other children at all
...but here they are and you can’t tell the difference between
them and anybody else.”
- PRINCIPAL, SCHOOL 7
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*GLORIANA AGED 9
I noticed Gloriana as a fun
and caring girl but completely
disengaged. Our first session
saw Gloriana sitting and
watching play. She had some
obvious health issues and
seemed unsure of herself. By
session 6 we had moved to
the field. Gloriana was quite
scared of “all the bugs. Ahhh
there’s so many bugs”. She
stayed only when offered
a pipe cleaner to play with
on the large mat. Eventually
after connecting with the
other girls, Gloriana was in a
dance competition and doing
handstands. Gloriana went
from being out of breath
walking across the field to
doing handstands in less
than 3 days. She hadn’t really
played on the field before
that.

SQUISHY SPORTS, 4 GIRLS 2 BOYS AGED 6-7
Younger children struggling with the badminton set invented “Yoga Volleyball” with a badminton net. The
soft yoga ball and low net made it easier to win, and have fun. This reinvented game made play achievable.
For each of these examples, safety then fun was what changed the level of engagement. Reinforcing
pathways to physical activity through fun requires open ended and scalable resources.
How do you include someone who doesn’t feel they belong?
• Find ways for children to have their growth validated as success
• Provide multidisciplinary, passive and active opportunities
• Feeling safe and in community is important.

THE PLACES I CARRY WITH ME - YOUR CULTURAL SELF IN PLAY
Play is often about replicating and internalising the stories and social dynamics of one’s world. Cultural
identity plays a role in how that manifests for children with different backgrounds. No thought seems to
have been made to do this in the type of play equipment available in all but one school. Cultural inclusion
through play provides recognisable “hooks” for children to explore the stories and skills that belong to
them. Much more work needs to be done to understand how to create infrastructure that invites children to
add their own cultural identity to their play. While our curriculum has an earnest focus on diversity our playscapes do not.

“My boy is autistic and has global delay. This is perfect. I can’t let him play like this at home, we
don’t have space. He’s so so happy thank you.”
- MUM OF 3, SCHOOL 6
14
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3PM THE MISSING MOMENT IN PLAY.
Many parents mentioned how they were excited and interested in
the program.

“Oh man I wish I knew about this earlier. This is so totally what
my girls need. They live with me now and they just need this
outside freedom.”
- GRANDMA L, SCHOOL 3
Parents do consider this a valuable opportunity for their children and
want to engage. This needs to be attempted over a much longer
timescale to make time for parents to shift their family habits to suit.
Making afterschool work means:
• Simple and repetitive communication
• Simple and repetitive communication
• Simple and repetitive communication
• Good signage at morning drop-off points to reinforce the message
• Be the candy at the check out. Position play to be visible at
pick-up points.
• Recognise that changing family habits is a slow burn and takes time

“Oh wow oh wow. This is so perfect. This is everything. I love
playing with Aroha, it’s just the best thing you can do. This is just
what our tamariki need to survive.”
- MUM, SCHOOL 5
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TALL PEOPLE ARE
IMPORTANT - ADULTS
AND PLAY
What the adults in charge
thought about play was by far
the most significant indicator
in the expression of physical
confidence, competence
and how complex the play
was observed to be. Strong
parent/child bonds are
correlated with exceptional
rich play. This reinforces
the need for afternoon
play encounters being a
key aspect of success for
children in play development.
Likewise staff play a big
role. Schools with principals
who showed flexibility, were
familiar and interested in
the progress of individual
children had the best play
outcomes across the
board. Schools with a more
child-centered and manaenhancing attitudes towards
behaviour had braver, and
more creative children. A
further unsung hero is our
groundskeepers. There is a
correlation between schools
with better maintained
natural environments having
better play outcomes
regardless of school decile.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Quality inclusive play requires invested adults, movable sensory equipment, time, space, and permission.
Confidence and competence among primary school aged children is primarily impacted by the type
of resources available and the adults in the room. Shifting our focus to treasure play and to provide
opportunities for it within the school environment has the potential for profound and positive long term
changes for our children in physical fitness, confidence, and resilience.
Schools work hard to provide a strong learning environment, and do not have access to the resources
provided with Pukuta-karo. Therefore we recommend:
• Support is developed for schools to create their own resourcing and kaupapa.
• Install Pukuta-karo styled play equipment on site to provide more sustained impact on children’s
physical literacy and fitness.
However, making sound recommendations to school means more research is needed.
• Expand sample size and length of programming to allow for further learnings around the changing
needs of schools and families, and the variety of school and community environments.
• Add depth to the data to allow more nuanced and representative practice when supporting evolving
playspaces of wider communities.
Sharing our lay approach is not just about equipment. Play outcomes are built on relationships and a
studied, evidence based enthusiasm for fun.
• Bring together play champions who recognise and treasure quality play to expand capacity to impact
more play environments for children.
• Provide mentorship and multidisciplinary resource creation to support schools and community groups
to grow play capacity.
• To support schools there also needs to be an ongoing conversation with policy makers about
reorienting our concept of infrastructure to include green space and how to manage supervision for
after school play.
Lastly: fun, whimsy, and silliness. It is an important business. The impact of play is not frivolous, but
fundamental to our evolving selves. Our children are so ready to play more. Adults can not say “this is
how you play.” We strongly recommend that adults recognize they are the students not the masters of
play. The most important learning and recommendation is that we listen better to children.
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